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Time reversal (TR) focusing used for nonlinear detection of cracks relies on the ability of the TR

process to provide spatially localized, high-amplitude excitation. The high amplitude improves the

ability to detect nonlinear features that are a signature of the motion of closed cracks. It follows

that a higher peak focal amplitude than what can be generated with the traditional TR process will

improve the detection capability. Modifying the time-reversed impulse response to increase the

amplitude of later arrivals in the impulse response, while maintaining the phase information of all

arrivals, increases the overall focal signal amplitude. A variety of existing techniques for increasing

amplitude are discussed, and decay compensation TR, a technique wherein amplitude is increased

according to the inverse of the amplitude envelope of the impulse response decay, is identified as

the best modification technique for nonlinear crack detection. This technique increases the focal

signal amplitude with a minor introduction of harmonic content, a drawback in two other methods

studied, one-bit TR and clipping TR. A final study employs both decay compensation TR and tradi-

tional TR, focusing on a rod with stress corrosion cracking, and compares the merits of each in

detecting nonlinearity from cracks in a real system. VC 2019 Acoustical Society of America.

https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5109395
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I. INTRODUCTION

The time reversal (TR) process utilizes the impulse

response of a system, between a source and a receiver, to gen-

erate both a spatial and temporal focus of energy at a chosen

location.1,2 The impulse response is reversed in time and then

emitted by the source (reciprocal TR2) with the low-

amplitude vibrations emitted first and the high-amplitude

vibrations last. The timing of the emitted waves is determined

by the reversed impulse response (RIR). For a time-invariant

system, each of the emitted waves travels along the paths tra-

versed during the impulse response measurement, and the

timing is such that energy from each emission arrives simulta-

neously at the receiver location, creating a constructive focus-

ing of energy that is generally impulsive in nature.

The TR focus of energy has been utilized for nonde-

structive evaluation (NDE; i.e., crack localization) since the

early 1990s, for example, with Chakroun et al. using TR to

locate scatterers in a solid sample submerged in a fluid.3,4 In

2001, Guyer first proposed using high-amplitude TR focus-

ing for nonlinear imaging of cracks,5 and Ulrich et al. dem-

onstrated this experimentally a few years later by locating a

surficial crack in a doped glass sample.6 Studies since then

have used TR to find nonlinearity in various types of surface

cracks,7–10 near-surficial cracks and delaminations,10,11 and

even buried cracks.10,12 The detection of cracks using

nonlinear methods is rooted in the premise that cracks will

generate nonlinear frequency mixing when excited with suffi-

cient amplitude.13,14 It has been shown that nonlinear meth-

ods detect damage sooner than their linear counterparts.15 TR

focusing at a damaged location results in the generation of

higher harmonic frequency content. Thus, nonlinear detection

methods require a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) such that

higher-order harmonics are not buried in the noise floor.16

While TR focusing inherently generates high-amplitude

energy focusing, traditional TR signal processing may not be

the optimal technique for nonlinear detection of cracks in oth-

erwise isotropic media. A review of the use of TR techniques

to detect nonlinear acoustic features for nondestructive evalu-

ation was recently published by Anderson et al.17

Modifications to traditional TR processing have been

studied in a variety of contexts. One-bit TR was developed

by Derode et al. as a method of increasing the amplitude of

TR focusing, a technique later explored for use in litho-

tripsy.18,19 Others have used similar techniques wherein the

instantaneous amplitude of the impulse response as time pro-

gresses is increased to compensate for the natural decay

from geometric spreading losses and propagation losses in

attenuating media, thereby increasing the SNR of an impulse

response in strongly attenuating media.20,21 Deconvolution

TR, or inverse filtering, was introduced as a means of com-

pensating for resonances in the impulse response to optimize

the impulsive nature of a TR focus of energy.22,23 Studies

have examined the reliance of focal amplitude on the lengtha)Electronic mail: bea@byu.edu
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of the initial pulse (i.e., the bandwidth).24–26 Physical system

adjustments have sought to increase SNR through other

means such as the introduction of a chaotic cavity27–30 or the

use of an acoustic metamaterial-based filter.31 Recently,

Willardson et al. published experimental research manipulat-

ing TR processing in order to maximize the focal amplitude

of audible sound in a reverberation chamber.21

The work by Willardson et al. experimentally compared

five different techniques that adjust the RIR to ultimately

determine which provided the highest peak focal amplitude.

The study was conducted in a reverberation chamber using a

loudspeaker and a microphone, constituting a wide band-

width system, and examined various attributes of the focal

signals, including peak focal amplitude and temporal quality.

While this study was valuable for a thorough understanding

of TR in air, the study may not contribute information rele-

vant to crack detection in a solid with a fairly resonant sys-

tem, as is common for NDE experiments. This paper

includes frequency analysis of higher harmonic generation

and an evaluation of the spatial quality of the TR focusing,

something that Willardson et al. did not explore.

While previous research has successfully developed

modifications of RIR signal processing techniques based on

specific targeted outcomes, a comparison of each of these

modification techniques with application to NDE has not

been done, nor have the impacts of these techniques on the

introduction of harmonic frequency content been quantified

(many of these techniques are inherently nonlinear pro-

cesses). Typical solutions for generating the necessarily high

SNR in focal signals used in crack detection can require the

use of many generation channels or signal amplification

beyond the linear limits of the system. The ideal solution to

maximize SNR would maintain the physical system but opti-

mize available amplification through the processing of the

RIR(s) to increase excitation amplitude at the focus without

unduly introducing noise at higher harmonic frequencies or

undermining the benefits of using TR for nonlinear crack

detection (i.e., spatially compressed focusing).

The objective here is to determine the TR signal

processing technique that delivers the largest peak focal

amplitude in conjunction with the best temporal quality, a

spatially confined focus, and low higher harmonic genera-

tion. The purpose of this paper is to experimentally compare

five different TR signal processing techniques: deconvolu-

tion TR, one-bit TR, clipping TR, decay compensation TR,

and as a benchmark, traditional TR, to determine the

processing technique best suited for detection of cracks

using nonlinear analyses. In this study, it is found that decay

compensation TR is the optimal choice for the highest focal

amplitude coupled with low higher harmonic generation. It

is then shown that decay compensation TR is less susceptible

to noise and false detections than traditional TR in the detec-

tion of cracks.

The remainder of the paper first describes the experi-

mental setup followed by a description of each of the TR

techniques explored. This is followed by a description of the

analysis metrics used to compare the methods, peak focal

amplitude, temporal quality, spatial quality, and fundamental

to higher harmonic ratios. The results are presented for all

the TR techniques tested, with some techniques tested with

different applied thresholds. Finally, a study is presented that

compares the use of traditional and decay compensation TR

to find stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in a steel rod.

The nonlinear NDE of cracks and defects using TR is

usually accomplished through the detection of a relative

increase in harmonics8,11,32 or sum and difference frequen-

cies6,7 (i.e., through the introduction of nonlinear frequency

content). Some techniques have been developed to detect

distortions in the focal signal when the focusing experiment

is conducted multiple times. Phase inversion is one of these

techniques where the RIR(s) are broadcast as usual and then

are phase inverted by 180�, and these inverted RIR(s) are

then broadcast and differences in the two focal signals are

compared since for linear focusing these signals should be

identical other than a 180� phase shift.11 Another variant of

phase inversion is the third-order phase symmetry analysis

technique in which RIR(s) are broadcast with phases of 0�,
120�, and 240�, and the resulting focal signals are combined

in different ways to determine changes to the fundamental

frequency, even harmonics, and odd harmonics.33 Finally,

the scaling subtraction method utilizes RIR(s) that are inten-

tionally broadcast at different amplification levels to create

low- and high-amplitude focal signals, which should scale

linearly if the focusing is a linear process.8,34–36 Each of

these techniques is designed to make it easier to detect

increases in nonlinear frequency content due to the presence

of cracks or defects. Finally, there are many metrics that

have been developed to quantify distortions in the focal sig-

nals due to the presence of the harmonics. For example, if

phase inversion is used, the 0� and 180� focal signals are

added together. Any residual energy in this summed signal is

considered to be generated by the crack or defect, so this

residual signal might be squared and summed around the

focal time as a quantifiable metric to detect a crack or defect.

Young et al.32 normalized the spectra of the focal signals

according to the energy contained in the fundamental fre-

quency bandwidth, and then summed the energy contained

in the second harmonic bandwidth to produce a nonlinear

metric. The present paper does not explore how each of the

TR signal processing techniques impacts each of these non-

linearity detection techniques. Instead, the ratio of the sec-

ond harmonic to the fundamental frequency and the ratio of

the third harmonic to the fundamental frequency are used to

compare the nonlinearities generated by the signal process-

ing applied to the RIR(s) in results obtained on a linear, in-

tact sample. Then, the nonlinearity detection technique used

by Young et al. is employed to compare traditional TR and

decay compensation TR on a cracked sample.

II. TR AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The TR process consists of two steps, a forward step,

and a backward step. The forward step consists of finding

impulse responses from one or more sources to one or more

receivers. Typically, an impulse is broadcast from each

source and the response is recorded with each receiver to

obtain the impulse response(s). In the backward step of the

traditional TR process, each impulse response is simply

3196 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 145 (5), May 2019 Young et al.



reversed in time and emitted from the receiver. In a variation

called reciprocal TR, the RIRs are broadcast from the origi-

nal source locations, generating a focus of energy at the

receiver location(s).2

For the experiments described in this paper, a different

method is utilized to obtain the impulse responses. First, the

broadcast of a true impulsive signal is difficult, from a prac-

tical standpoint, for finite-bandwidth transducers. These

emissions typically generate low-amplitude waves, meaning

the SNR of the impulse response is poor. Instead a finite-

bandwidth, a linear chirp signal is used as the source signal,

an example of which is shown in Fig. 1(a). The chirp signal

broadcast, being band limited, is efficiently broadcast from

transducers and therefore it affords a higher SNR recording

than the recording of the response to an impulsive broadcast.

The chirp response is recorded by the receiver and is then

cross correlated with the original chirp signal as an approxi-

mate means to obtain the impulse response [see Figs. 1(b)

and 1(c)].37,38 The impulse response is then reversed in time

[Fig. 1(d)] and is broadcast from the same source as the chirp

signal (reciprocal TR). The TR focus, shown in Fig. 1(e),

occurs at the receiver. This allows the source transducers to

be bonded in place, and a focus of energy may be generated

wherever the receiver is placed.

The experimental setup, depicted in Fig. 2, is comprised

of a steel disk measuring 20.2 cm (8 in) in diameter and

2.5 cm (1 in) in thickness, which is elevated by three rubber

stoppers 2 cm (0.8 in) above an optical table. A piezoelectric

transducer (APC International, Mackeyville, PA), material

type 850, with diameter 19 mm and thickness 9.5 mm, is

epoxied to one side of the disk and operates as the source in

both the forward and backward propagation steps. The steel

disk is placed with the piezoelectric facing downward

toward the table. A PSV-400 Polytec (Waldbronn, Germany)

scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV), a noncontact

and mobile receiver, is mounted approximately 1 m directly

above the disk with the laser aimed at a patch of retroreflec-

tive tape on top of the steel disk. The forward propagation

step uses a burst chirp broadcast from the Polytec generator

with an amplitude of 0.5 V that is amplified by a Tabor

(Nesher, Israel) 9400 high-voltage amplifier, with a 50 times

gain, and is input to the piezoelectric transducer. To utilize

the piezoelectric transducer efficiently, a chirp bandwidth of

75–125 kHz is chosen, centered on the transducer’s primary

radial resonance frequency, and is broadcast for the first half

of a 51.2 ms period. A sampling frequency of 1280 kHz,

with N¼ 65 536 sample points, and a laser sensitivity of

25 mm/s/V is used. It was found that 30 averages sufficiently

FIG. 1. Example signals used in the TR process. Except for (e), the ampli-

tudes are normalized and in arbitrary units. (a) Source chirp (with frequen-

cies altered for visualization), (b) chirp response, (c) impulse response, (d)

RIR, (e) focal signal.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimental setup with scanning laser Doppler vibr-

ometer (SLDV) pointed at a steel disk. The steel disk has a piezoelectric

transducer (PZT) epoxied to the bottom.

J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 145 (5), May 2019 Young et al. 3197



reduced noise in the system allowing these settings to be

used for both the forward and backward propagation steps.

After the impulse response is measured it is normalized and

reversed in time. Any additional signal processing techni-

ques, such as one-bit or clipping TR, are then implemented

and the resultant signal is broadcast into the steel disk, creat-

ing a focus at the location where the SLDV measured the

impulse response.

In an additional experiment, a focus is generated at a

single location on the steel disk for each of the signal proc-

essing techniques and the wave field is scanned with the

SLDV. This gives a spatial map of the velocity at and around

the focal location, allowing the spatial extent of the focus to

be quantified. For these spatial scans, a region of the steel

disk 72 mm � 60 mm in size is covered with retro-reflective

tape and a scan grid of 51 points � 43 points is defined, giv-

ing a spatial resolution in each dimension of �1.4 mm. As

reported by Young et al.32 the average wavelength for these

experiments is 26 mm, thus, the grid spacing is 0:54k. A

focus is generated at scan position (37,33.5) mm and the

focus is repeated at this location as the SLDV measures the

velocity at each scan position.

III. TR SIGNAL PROCESSING MODIFICATION
TECHNIQUES

Deconvolution TR, or inverse filtering, is the first technique

optimized to apply to the impulse response. Deconvolution

TR inverts the spectrum of the impulse response such that

when the resulting RIR is broadcast, the system resonances and

antiresonances are compensated for in the backward propaga-

tion, yielding a focal signal with nearly a flat frequency

response. In practice, deconvolution TR takes the spectrum of

the impulse response, RðxÞ�, where the “�” symbol denotes a

complex conjugation, and normalizes it by its squared magni-

tude plus a scaling factor, c, multiplied by the mean of the

squared magnitude, as shown in

Rdeconv ¼
R xð Þ�

jR xð Þj2 þ c meanðjR xð Þj2Þ
: (1)

The term c meanðjRðxÞj2Þ is a regularization term used

to keep the deconvolution TR operation finite, a process

described in more detail by Anderson et al.23 Optimization

of c for reduction of the energy on either side of the peak

focusing (termed side lobes39) followed the process

described by Willardson et al.21 and determined an optimal c
value of 0.9, which was also the value reported by Anderson

et al. for TR focusing of waves in solid media.23 As c
approaches infinity, the deconvolution TR process returns a

traditional RIR because the c term dominates in the denomi-

nator of Eq. (1) and after normalization, Eq. (1) returns

RðxÞ�. As c approaches zero, the impulse response begins to

look more like an impulse, effectively eliminating the rever-

beration in the impulse response. The modified RIR, after

the deconvolution TR operation and with c ¼ 0:9, is shown

in Fig. 3(b).

The one-bit TR technique alters the amplitude of the

normalized RIR, rð�tÞ, according to the relationship of the

instantaneous amplitude compared to a user-defined thresh-

old [see Fig. 3(c)]. The threshold is applied at a positive

value TOB and at a negative value �TOB. At time sample ti,

if jrð�tiÞj � TOB, then rð�tiÞ ¼def
signðrð�tiÞÞTOB. In other

words, any signal above or below the positive or negative

threshold, respectively, is set equal to the threshold (or the

negative threshold), which is 0.2 in Fig. 3(d). If jrð�tiÞj
< TOB, then rð�tiÞ ¼def

0. The quantity rð�tÞ is then normal-

ized and the resulting modified impulse response is com-

prised of þ1,�1, and 0 values, hence, the name one-bit TR

[see Fig. 3(e)]. The purpose of one-bit TR is to amplify low-

amplitude reflections in the impulse response and zero-out

information with a poor SNR, but maintain the phase infor-

mation of the non-zero signal. The threshold can be set any-

where from zero to one, thereby defining the acceptable SNR.

Clipping TR, a fairly new technique, is very similar to

one-bit TR apart from one key difference.40 A threshold,

TCP, is applied to the impulse response, just as with one-bit

TR, and if jrð�tiÞj � TCP, then rð�tiÞ ¼def
signðrð�tiÞÞTCP.

However, any signal below the threshold is not set equal to

zero as with one-bit TR processing, and instead is unmodi-

fied [see Figs. 3(f) and 3(g) where threshold is 0.2]. When

this resulting signal is normalized, any “clipped” signal is set

to one and all of the signal that was below the threshold is

amplified relative to the original normalized impulse

response [see Fig. 3(h)]. Like one-bit TR, clipping TR ampli-

fies later reflections, but it also amplifies all low-level signals

in the recorded impulse response, potentially amplifying

background noise.

Decay compensation TR attempts to compensate for the

exponential decay of the impulse response.20,21 As explained

by Willardson et al., the envelope of the RIR is obtained

through a Hilbert transform operation, after which the enve-

lope is smoothed through the use of a moving average filter

[see Fig. 3(i)]. The envelope is inverted and normalized and

then multiplied by the original, normalized RIR, point by

point, creating a signal with approximately the same ampli-

tude over all time [see Fig. 3(j)]. Because this can amplify

unwanted noise, a threshold is applied with respect to the

decay curve such that if the instantaneous value of the decay

curve is below the threshold, the modified signal retains the

values of the original, normalized RIR. An example signal

after the decay compensation TR processing is shown in Fig.

3(k) with an applied threshold of 0.06.

Decay compensation implemented here, and in the work

by Willardson et al., compensated for the attenuation in the

impulse response to produce a modified impulse response

that essentially has a constant amplitude as a function of

time. By contrast, the decay compensation implemented by

Gliozzi et al. compensated for the attenuation in the impulse

response twice, meaning that the inverted envelope is

squared before multiplying by the impulse response. This

means that the later arrivals of energy in the forward impulse

response are made to be the largest amplitude portion of the

modified RIR, and the early arrivals of energy and the direct

sound are made to be the smallest amplitude portions of the

modified RIR. The authors chose not to use the method of

Gliozzi et al. since the SNR is the smallest in the latest arriv-

als of the impulse response and would therefore be amplified

3198 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 145 (5), May 2019 Young et al.



by the implementation suggested by Gliozzi et al. The decay

compensation proposed by Willardson et al. maximizes the

energy broadcast by the sources during the backward propa-

gation step. Future work could compare the technique of

Gliozzi et al. to the technique of Willardson et al. as was

done in this paper.

It is important to point out that each of the modified

RIR(s) are broadcast with the same peak amplitudes. In other

words, the modified RIR(s) are normalized by their respec-

tive peak amplitudes prior to their broadcast. Thus, these

modified RIR(s) are not broadcast with the same total energy

from source transducers during the backward step. This nor-

malization maximizes the output from the amplifier for a

given amplification level. One of the main reasons why

some of these modified RIR(s) achieve a higher peak ampli-

tude in TR focusing is because more energy is broadcast as a

result of the RIR modification.

IV. FOCAL SIGNAL ANALYSIS METRICS

Four primary metrics are used to quantify the relative

merits of the focal signals generated by each of these

impulse response modification techniques, three of which

were introduced by Denison and Anderson.41 The processing

methods of deconvolution, one-bit, clipping, and decay com-

pensation TR each result in changing more than just peak

focal amplitude, and can often result in significant draw-

backs along with their benefits. By applying quantitative

measures to the focal signal, some of these drawbacks are

identified, especially as related to adjustments in the thresh-

old value used in each case. The first metric is the value of

the peak amplitude in the time domain waveform at the loca-

tion of the focus (the focal signal), called the peak focal

amplitude, Ap. The second metric, called temporal quality,

nt, is a ratio of the instantaneous energy contained in Ap to

the average energy in the entire focal signal, Aðx0; y0; tÞ, of

number of time samples N, at the focal location ðx0; y0Þ,

nt ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ap½ �2

1

N

XN

n¼1

A x0; y0; nð Þ
� �2

vuuuut
: (2)

A square root operation is used to express the ratio of

these energy quantities as a ratio of amplitudes. While varia-

tions in the result for Eq. (2) can be obtained by using differ-

ent time windows of the signal, for this study, the entire

51.2 ms signal was used. nt illuminates characteristics of the

focal signal otherwise only gleaned from a visual examina-

tion of time waveforms, such as the amplitude of the side

lobes compared to Ap.

An additional temporal metric describing the symmetry

of the focal signal, R, developed by Ulrich et al.42 will be

included in the analysis. Because the traditional TR process

is inherently a symmetry process, the symmetry metric was

developed to aid in the determination of the focal time and

FIG. 3. (Color online) Impulse response

modification techniques with each start-

ing with a traditional RIR, (a),(b) decon-

volution TR; (c)–(e) one-bit TR with a

threshold of 0.2, indicated by the dashed

black lines; (f)–(h) clipping TR with a

threshold of 0.2; (i)–(k) decay compen-

sation TR with a threshold of 0.06.
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the localization of a TR focus in space when plotting a sym-

metry map for several scan locations. This metric requires a

cross correlation analysis of the left half (portion of the focal

signal before the time of peak focusing) to the right half

(portion of the focal signal after the time of peak focusing).

A similar symmetry metric was developed by Gliozzi et al.
that subtracts the left and right halves and sums the residual

signal in the summation.20

Spatial quality, ns, the third metric, defines a ratio of the

energy in the peak focal amplitude, Ap, which occurs at the

focal location, to the average energy of the spatial locations

that surround it at the time of the focus, t0,

ns ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ap½ �2

1

MxMy

XMx

mx¼1

XMy

my¼1

A mx;my; t0ð Þ
� �2

vuuuuut
; (3)

where Mx and My are the number of spatial locations sampled

in the x and y directions, respectively.40,41 The velocity at

each point, Aðmx;my; tÞ, is measured as the TR process is

repeated while the SLDV records the velocity at Mx �My

spatial points both at and surrounding the focal location. At t0,

ns represents how significant the peak amplitude is to the rest

of the amplitude over the entire scan area. Given in conjunc-

tion with ns are values for the full width at half-maximum

(FWHM) values for the spatial extent of the focusing. The

FWHM is determined from two cross-sectional plots of the

instantaneous squared velocity along the x and y axes in

the spatial map of the focusing to determine the full width of

the focus at half the maximum amplitude.

The fourth metric examines the harmonic content of the

spectrum of the focal signal (the focal spectrum) by quantify-

ing a ratio of the energy contained in the fundamental fre-

quency bandwidth (75–125 kHz), to the second (150–250 kHz)

or third (225–375 kHz) harmonic frequency bandwidth.

Because the chirp of the forward propagation step has a finite-

bandwidth, the frequency content of the focal spectrum for tra-

ditional TR should be limited to the fundamental bandwidth.

Any second or third harmonics of the fundamental bandwidth

that occur can only be a result of nonlinearity in the system,

whether that is the physical system or any nonlinear signal

processing. Mathematically, the fundamental-to-second har-

monic ratio, R12, is

R12 ¼ 10 log10

1

N1

Xf1

f0

jFj2

1

N2

X2f1

2f0

jFj2

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
: (4)

The absolute value of the square of the focal spectrum,

jFj2, is summed across the values between f0 ¼ 75 kHz and

f1 ¼ 125 kHz, the fundamental bandwidth, then scaled by

the number of points within that bandwidth, N1. This quan-

tity is divided by a similar term wherein jFj2 has been

summed across the values between 2f0 and 2f1, the second

harmonic, and divided by N2, the number of frequency

points in the second harmonic. The fundamental-to-third har-

monic ratio, R13, is defined similarly,

R13 ¼ 10 log10

1

N1

Xf1

f0

jFj2

1

N3

X3f1

3f0

jFj2

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
: (5)

V. RESULTS

In examining the focal signals, many of the benefits and

drawbacks of these impulse response modification techni-

ques are made manifest. Figure 4 shows five example focal

signals. Each were measured at the same focal location using

the same source chirp signal and hence start out with the

same impulse response signal, but this impulse response was

then processed with the five different signal processing mod-

ification techniques described in Sec. III. Figure 4(a) shows

the focal signal generated using an unmodified impulse

response, or traditional TR, where an impulse response is

only flipped in time and broadcast to generate a focal signal.

This focal signal has the expected symmetrical side lobes

with a Ap¼ 10 mm/s and nt ¼ 34:1, and is the baseline

against which all of the other focal signals are compared.

The focal signal shown in Fig. 4(b) uses deconvolution TR

and one may observe that, relative to traditional TR, the

energy in the side lobes are reduced in the focal signal

[shown in Fig. 4(b)], resulting in a signal that more closely

approximates a delta function. This is confirmed by the nt,

which equals 60 for deconvolution TR; however, this benefit

is obtained at the expense of a reduction in Ap to 5 mm/s, a

factor of 2 relative to traditional TR. A one-bit TR focal sig-

nal is shown in Fig. 4(c) with Ap¼ 30 mm/s. This focal sig-

nal employed a threshold value of 0.02 to amplify the

impulse response, which increases the Ap but also dramati-

cally increases the amplitude of the side lobes prior to the

focus, resulting in a non-symmetrical focal signal with

nt ¼ 24:2. Even more non-symmetric side lobe amplitudes

are evident in the clipping TR focal signal in Fig. 4(d) where

nt ¼ 22:2. This focal signal also employs a threshold of 0.02

but is able to reach Ap¼ 32 mm/s. The focal signal displayed

in Fig. 4(e) is generated with decay compensation TR also at

a threshold of 0.02. The Ap ¼ 27 mm/s here is not quite as

high as that shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), but the heavily

asymmetric side lobes are just as evident, as indicated by

nt ¼ 22:5.

A. Peak focal amplitude

As explained previously, the threshold used in the modi-

fication techniques of one-bit, clipping, and decay compen-

sation TR can be defined as any number between zero and

one, where a lower number ultimately boosts low-amplitude

arrivals later in the impulse response relative to the higher

amplitude arrivals earlier in the impulse response. This sends

more energy overall into the medium, upon normalization of
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the reversed signal, which is then broadcast in the backward

propagation step. Figure 5 reports the Ap measured from all

five processing techniques versus the threshold applied. The

Ap of traditional TR and deconvolution TR are plotted with a

threshold value of one because they do not use a threshold in

their processing but are worth comparing to. At the lowest

thresholds shown, between 10�4 and 10�3, the Ap of one-bit,

clipping, and decay compensation TR all plateau at around

29 mm/s. At these thresholds, all of the coherent signal has

been amplified during the impulse response processing and

thus no further gains in Ap are possible. Though not shown,

focal signals were actually obtained with thresholds as low

as 10�12 and it was found that Ap did not increase beyond

the 28–30 mm/s region. In the vicinity of a threshold value

of 0.01, one-bit and clipping TR provide a maximal Ap.

These maxima are likely a balance between amplifying late

arrivals in the impulse response and amplifying background

noise in the impulse response. Any noise that is amplified

generates destructive interference while any amplified late

reflections will constructively interfere in the TR focusing.

On the contrary, the Ap of decay compensation TR is optimal

only at the lowest threshold values and converges to tradi-

tional TR at a threshold of one. One-bit and clipping TR are

maximized at thresholds of 0.007 and 0.02, respectively,

with clipping TR reaching the highest overall peak focal

amplitude of 31 mm/s. Both methods achieve lower Ap as the

threshold is increased with clipping TR being equivalent to

traditional TR at the limiting value of one and the Ap for

one-bit TR going to zero. Clipping TR merges with tradi-

tional TR and one-bit TR does not at a threshold of one

because these techniques treat the signal below the threshold

differently. One-bit TR zeros out the signal below the thresh-

old while clipping TR leaves it intact meaning that a thresh-

old of one would leave one-bit TR with an impulse response

of mostly zeros with a single sample value set to one. The

resulting TR focal signal is not a focus at all but merely a

low-amplitude impulse response. Clipping TR would return

a traditional focal signal for a threshold of one. Decay com-

pensation TR merges with traditional TR at a threshold of

one for reasons similar to clipping TR.

B. Temporal quality

nt was calculated for the focal signals obtained with a

range of thresholds and is a second instructive way to study

the impact of threshold for each method. The curves dis-

played in Fig. 6 show an overall increase in nt with an

increasing threshold, reaching an approximate maximum at

a threshold value of one when the curves merge with tradi-

tional TR. This indicates that, aside from deconvolution TR,

traditional TR has the lowest amplitude side lobes and there-

fore the cleanest focal signal. The application of a threshold

FIG. 4. (Color online) Measured focus signals using (a) traditional, (b) decon-

volution, (c) one-bit, (d) clipping, and (e) decay compensation TR. One-bit,

clipping, and decay compensation TR all use a threshold value of 0.02.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Peak focal amplitude, Ap, versus threshold applied

obtained from TR focal signals with various TR processing techniques

applied. Traditional TR and deconvolution TR do not use a threshold and so

are plotted at a threshold of one.
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for one-bit, clipping, and decay compensation TR techniques

results in an increase in the amplitude of side lobes in

exchange for a gain in Ap. The notable exception is one-bit

TR, which never collapses with traditional TR, as described

in the previous paragraph, but instead drops sharply in nt

over thresholds from 0.3 to 1. The overarching trade-off pre-

sented by the threshold analysis is that a lower threshold

results in higher Ap with a decrease in nt. A high threshold

results in a high nt but lower Ap. The application of the TR

processing is then what should determine whether maximal

Ap or maximal nt is more important. For crack detection in

NDE, high Ap, whatever the processing used to obtain it, is

assumed to be ideal for the excitation of nonlinear vibrations

of a crack. While high nt produces very clean signals, which

is important for communications applications for example,43

the accompanying low Ap likely makes it unsuitable for

crack detection, and thus it will not be further explored.

With this in mind the optimal threshold value for one-bit,

clipping, and decay compensation TR techniques is sug-

gested to be 0.02 to yield a high Ap while maintaining a rea-

sonably high nt.

R values are included in Table I for each of the focal

signals. Traditional TR is determined to be the most sym-

metric process. The rest of the modification techniques have

significantly lower R values. A quick glance at Fig. 4 illus-

trates why the focal signals generated by one-bit, clipping,

and decay compensation TR techniques all provide lower R
values since they all have larger amplitudes in the left half

of the signal than in the right half of the signal. A value of

R ¼ 1 means that the left half and the right half are perfectly

symmetric and identical to reversed versions of each other.

C. Spatial quality

ns was calculated according to Eq. (3) using the spatial

scans collected for each of the five signal processing techni-

ques. Table I shows the results of this analysis where one-

bit, clipping, and decay compensation TR are generated with

thresholds of 0.02. In the first data column, ns for decay

compensation TR gives the highest value of 4.6, indicating

that decay compensation has the most energy in its peak

focal value relative to the energy in the field around it. Each

of the modification techniques yields a higher ns than the

value obtained for traditional TR. It is interesting that one-

bit TR, clipping TR, and decay compensation TR all yield

higher ns values since the side lobes for each of these techni-

ques are higher than obtained with traditional TR as

observed in Fig. 6.

The FWHM is smaller for all techniques relative to tradi-

tional TR. This is not surprising for deconvolution TR since

the purpose of this technique is to temporally and spatially

compress the focus. The FWHMs for one-bit, clipping, and

decay compensation TR are smaller than traditional TR, a

somewhat surprising result, but helpful in this case since it

shows that they do not increase the spatial extent of the focus.

A larger focal size could decrease the resolution with which

cracks can be detected, making crack detection less reliable

overall. However, since this is not the case for any of the

modification techniques shown here, the benefits to crack

detection of a spatially compressed TR focus remain intact.

D. Harmonic generation

Because one-bit, clipping, and decay compensation TR

utilize nonlinear processing of the RIR, an examination of

the spectral content of the focal signals is vital. Nonlinear

frequency content generated by the impulse response modifi-

cation techniques effectively raises the noise floor in har-

monic frequency bands, thereby decreasing the ability to

detect harmonic generation in a focal signal. Focal spectra of

the focal signals measured using one-bit, clipping, and decay

compensation TR are shown in Figs. 7(b)–7(d), respectively.

The threshold used for all three methods is 0.02, the same as

the focal signals shown in Fig. 4, and is the optimal threshold

value as determined in Secs. V A, V B, and V C. The focal

spectrum created using traditional TR is helpful for compari-

son and is given in Fig. 7(a). In each plot in Fig. 7, the funda-

mental bandwidth is defined as the frequency content

between the two solid vertical lines (75–125 kHz), the sec-

ond harmonic bandwidth is between the two dashed vertical

lines (150–250 kHz), and the third harmonic bandwidth is

between the two dashed-dotted vertical lines (225–375 kHz).

With these bandwidths defined, the amplitudes in each band-

width may be compared. The fundamental bandwidth ampli-

tude is clearly the lowest in traditional TR and the highest

for clipping TR, which is expected given their peak focal

amplitudes. For the second and third harmonics, this is not

FIG. 6. (Color online) Temporal quality, nt, versus threshold applied obtained

from TR focal signals with various TR processing techniques applied.

Traditional TR and deconvolution TR are plotted at a threshold value of one.

TABLE I. Symmetry, spatial quality, and full width at half-maximum

(FWHM) of the spatial scans taken of a focal signal for each TR signal proc-

essing technique. A threshold of 0.02 was used for one-bit, clipping, and

decay compensation TR techniques.

Technique R ns FWHM (mm)

Traditional TR 0.96 3.5 13.6

Deconvolution TR 0.81 3.9 12.6

One-bit TR 0.78 4.4 12.3

Clipping TR 0.70 4.3 12.8

Decay compensation TR 0.73 4.6 12.5
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true. Traditional TR appears to contain only uncorrelated

background noise in the harmonic bandwidths, increasing

somewhat with frequency above 300 kHz. Both clipping and

one-bit TR spectra exhibit a marked increase in harmonic

amplitudes, especially for the third harmonic. In fact, both

clipping and one-bit TR exhibit increases in the fifth har-

monic amplitudes as well. Decay compensation TR does

exhibit an increase in harmonic content, but this introduction

of higher frequency content decreases as frequency increases

(until 425 kHz) and the levels of the harmonic amplitudes

are at least half as high as in clipping and one-bit TR. All

three techniques are nonlinear processes but clearly the other

two are more nonlinear than decay compensation TR.

On closer examination of the higher frequency spectra

of clipping and one-bit TR, the marked increases in har-

monic amplitudes centered about 300 and 500 kHz represent

odd harmonics of the fundamental peak centered about

100 kHz. This is because the two techniques essentially cre-

ate square waves, which have prominent odd harmonics.

Decay compensation TR does not alter the waveform struc-

ture as dramatically; so, while decay compensation TR does

generate some increase in harmonic amplitudes, it is not

nearly as prominent as the increases introduced by clipping

and one-bit TR.

To better quantify the harmonic content, ratios between

the first harmonic and the second or third harmonic band-

widths can be calculated using Eqs. (4) and (5). The results

of these calculations are shown in Table II. The best case

scenario for a harmonic ratio is traditional TR, which only

has background noise at the harmonic frequencies, and so

has the largest ratios of R12 ¼ 37 dB and R13 ¼ 34 dB. The

next best is decay compensation TR, which has a lower

R12 ¼ 35 dB, but an equal R13 ¼ 34 dB. It is clear in Fig. 7

that the amplitude of the third harmonic is higher for decay

compensation TR than for traditional TR, but the fundamental

amplitude also is markedly higher for decay compensation TR

than for traditional TR. The ratios for clipping and one-bit TR

are lower, especially for R13, for the reasons identified in the

previous paragraph. It should be remembered that when a

crack vibrates it does so nonlinearly and thus a higher ampli-

tude excitation raises the harmonic frequency amplitudes by

more than any increase in the fundamental frequency ampli-

tude. Hence, while these modification techniques have lower

fundamental to higher harmonic amplitude ratios, they each

should be able to induce a larger nonlinear response of a crack.

VI. NONLINEAR DETECTION OF SCC USING DECAY
COMPENSATION TR

Because decay compensation TR has shown to provide

higher Ap without a significant decrease in R12 and R13, a pre-

liminary study was conducted for nonlinear TR crack detec-

tion using decay compensation TR as the means of excitation

FIG. 7. (Color online) The focal spectra measured with (a) traditional TR, (b) one-bit TR, (c) clipping TR, (d) decay compensation TR. (b)–(d) use a threshold

of 0.02 for the impulse response modification. The region between the solid vertical lines is the fundamental bandwidth (75–125 kHz). The region between the

dashed lines is the second harmonic (150–250 kHz), and the region between the dashed-dotted lines is the third harmonic (225–375 kHz).

TABLE II. Harmonic ratios: The ratio of the energy in the fundamental

bandwidth to the energy in a higher harmonic, shown below for the second

harmonic, R12, and the third harmonic, R13 for each of the amplitude-

increasing modification techniques and traditional TR.

Technique R12 (dB) R13 (dB)

Traditional TR 37 34

One-bit TR 30 24

Clipping TR 33 26

Decay compensation TR 35 34
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to detect SCC. SCC is known to develop in steel in the heat-

affected-zone surrounding welds that are exposed to harsh

environments.44 To obtain a sample with SCC, a 304 L steel

rod, 12.7 cm (5 in.) in length and 1.59 cm (5/8 in.) in diame-

ter, is cut in half and welded back together. The sample is

then exposed to a 42% magnesium chloride bath at a temper-

ature of 80 �C for 12 days, following recommendations of

Jackson et al.45 The creation of these damaged samples was

described by Hogg et al.46 and Young et al.32 After exposure

the rod is epoxied to the top of the disk used in the previous

study and to the bottom of the disk are epoxied eight

piezoelectric transducers (APC, material type 850,

Mackeyville, PA) with diameter 19 mm and thickness

12 mm. The piezoelectric transducers are connected to two

four-channel, 50� gain, Tabor 9400 amplifiers (Nesher,

Israel) that, in turn, are connected to a National Instruments

(Austin, TX) PXI-7852R eight-channel generator card. A

SLDV, externally controlled by custom LabVIEW-based

software (Austin, TX), is directed to scan 200 points along a

50 mm length of the rod (0.25 mm spacing between scan

points), extending roughly 20 mm to either side of the edge

of the weld. For each scan point, each of the eight generation

channels, in turn, emits a 2 V, 75–125 kHz chirp signal, and

each of the chirp responses are measured at the current scan

point with the SLDV. Eight RIRs are calculated using either

traditional TR or decay compensation TR, and simulta-

neously emitted from the piezoelectric transducers at 0.25 V

and then again at 1.5 V. A TR focus of energy is generated

by each transducer and the simultaneous emission of all

eight transducers ensures that these foci superpose at the

scan location. The SLDV has a sensitivity of 25 mm/s/V and

the signal is acquired with a National Instruments PXIe-

5122 Digitizer with 14-bit resolution. In a previous study

Young et al.32 used this sample and others like it to deter-

mine that the amplitude of the second harmonic generally

increased with longer exposure to the magnesium chloride

bath as described previously due to the increasing amount of

SCC in the rods.

At each scan location, it is possible to calculate the non-

linearity present in the focal signal recorded at that location.

First a spectrum of the entire focal signal, Gðf Þ, is calcu-

lated. In order to compare relative increases in the amplitude

of the second harmonic amplitude relative to the fundamen-

tal frequency amplitude, Gðf Þ may be scaled according to

the Euclidean norm of the values contained within the funda-

mental bandwidth, where

kG fð Þk ¼ G fð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X125 kHz

75 kHz

G2 fð Þ

vuut
: (6)

As suggested by Young et al.32 a nonlinearity parameter, f,

which is essentially a scaled version of the ratio of the sec-

ond harmonic amplitude to the fundamental frequency

amplitude, may then be calculated

f ¼
X250 kHz

150 kHz

kGðx; hn; f Þk2: (7)

The detection ability of decay compensation TR can be

directly compared to that of traditional TR, point by point, in

Fig. 8 with f plotted versus distance along the bar length.

Note that the angle at which these data were taken corre-

sponds to the 180� angle for this bar as described in Young

et al.,32 and the traditional TR data shown here in Fig. 8(b)

correspond to the data shown in Fig. 8(c) of that paper.

Given the propensity to damage formation in the heat-

affected-zone, second harmonic nonlinearity is expected to

increase in the assumed heat-affected-zone regions spanning

9–19 mm and 30–40 mm on either side of the weld. Two ver-

tical dashed lines at 19 mm and 30 mm give the approximate

location of the outer edge of the weld, meaning the material

between 19 and 30 mm is comprised of the weld itself. In

Fig. 8(a), where a 0.25 V excitation was used, the most nota-

ble distinction between the two techniques is that traditional

TR presents higher values of normalized nonlinearity than

decay compensation TR at various locations. Both techni-

ques exhibit features near 1, 10, 17, 30, 33, and 44 mm. The

peaks at 10, 17, 30, and 33 are within the expected region

for SCC to appear. However, the entire surface of this rod

was exposed to a corrosive bath for 12 days and cracking

can appear at any point along the bar, which is why Young

et al.32 suggested summing f across the length of the inspec-

tion region to get a single value representing the cumulative

damage in the bar. The traditional TR data are more prone to

noisy spikes in the data, most notably seen at 10.25, 18.75,

29.25, 30.75, 33.75, 41.75, and 42.5 mm, whereas the decay

compensation TR has a noisy spike only at 45.5 mm. The

data in Fig. 8(b) utilized a 1.5 V excitation with the same

two TR techniques as used for the 0.25 V excitation. Neither

of these data sets has large noisy spikes and, generally, both

techniques exhibit features at the same locations as did the

low-amplitude excitation. The noisy spikes in the plot of f
using traditional TR with a low excitation amplitude again

represent potential false detections of nonlinearity in the

sample. One would expect that the higher amplitude excita-

tion would yield more reliable detection of nonlinearities

because the SNR at the second harmonic range of frequen-

cies should improve with high-amplitude fundamental fre-

quency excitation.

It is not possible at this time to know which technique

yields the most correct imaging of the nonlinear features in

the bar since the bar has not been destructively analyzed to

locate SCC yet. However, we can compare the relative

amplitudes of the features detected by each of the techniques

at the two different excitation levels. The data in Fig. 8 may

be normalized to the amplitude of the feature at 17 mm,

shown in Fig. 9. The traditional TR data at low and high

excitations are fairly similar to each other, aside from the

noisy spikes in the low-amplitude excitation data and an

amplitude difference of 1.6 for the feature at 10 mm. The

decay compensation data at the two excitation levels [Fig.

9(b)] also compare well to each other, except at 1, 10, and

44 mm. The features at 1 and 44 mm are both lower in rela-

tive amplitude with the higher amplitude excitation, whereas

the feature at 10 mm appears to merge with the larger feature

at 17 mm (no trough between the features at 10 and 17 mm).
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The features at 10, 17, 30, and 33 mm are all within the

expected region for SCC to exist, and thus we can assume

that they are accurate detections of SCC. The features at 1

and 44 mm, on the other hand, are outside of the regions of

expected SCC and may be less likely to represent actual

damage. The traditional TR data at both excitation levels

have smaller f values than either of the decay compensation

data sets. Therefore, if the features at 1 and 44 mm are not

actually due to SCC then the traditional TR technique can be

seen to be better, but it is hard to say whether those features

are due to SCC or not until further analysis is conducted.

In practical implementations of TR for nonlinear NDE,

it is always best to use the most robust technique that allows

for the most reliable detection of defects. In a laboratory set-

ting, one may be able to supply enough amplification and

have a low enough background noise to comfortably use tra-

ditional TR. However, in practical implementations the noise

floor is generally higher than in laboratory measurements

due to increases in background noise, or if one is using a

laser Doppler vibrometer they may be limited in the applica-

tion of reflective tape to the sample under test.

VII. CONCLUSION

TR focusing used for the purpose of exciting nonlinear-

ity in cracks has the potential to suffer from a low SNR and

therefore false detections if only traditional TR techniques

are utilized. Modifications to the RIR, wherein later reflec-

tions are amplified relative to early reflections, ultimately

increase the peak focal amplitude, but often at the expense

of lowering the temporal quality of the focal signal and

increasing higher-order harmonics, a problem for nonlinear

crack detection that relies on higher-order harmonics to

sense cracks. Four techniques were studied relative to tradi-

tional TR: deconvolution, one-bit, clipping, and decay com-

pensation TR. One-bit, clipping, and decay compensation

TR were able to realize focal amplitudes three times higher

than traditional TR. Deconvolution TR had a temporal qual-

ity much higher than any other technique, but with a focal

amplitude that was much lower. Only decay compensation

TR significantly increased peak focal amplitude without a

drastic increase in higher harmonic content as well. In addi-

tion, spatial focus quality and the width of the focusing were

found to be slightly better for the four modification techni-

ques than for traditional TR. In the study of TR optimization

in a reverberation chamber, Willardson et al. found results

similar to these, but with clipping TR able to reach ampli-

tudes over four times higher than traditional TR at a thresh-

old value of 0.03.

Decay compensation TR was utilized to locate regions

of high nonlinearity on a rod with SCC. These were then

compared to results from the same test conducted using tra-

ditional TR. It was determined that, because of decay com-

pensation TR’s higher SNR in its focal signals, it was able to

more cleanly detect nonlinearity compared to traditional TR.

In addition, when the experiments were repeated at higher

excitation amplitudes, the random spikes in nonlinearity

disappeared.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Nonlinearity

parameter, f, contained in the focal

signals obtained at each of the 200

scan locations along a rod with SCC.

Traditional TR (black) and decay com-

pensation TR (dotted) were used to

excite TR foci at each location. (a)

shows the results for an excitation

amplitude of 0.25 V, while (b) shows

the results for an excitation amplitude

of 1.5 V. While ultimately unknown,

SCC is likely to occur in the region

just outside the weld on the rod, called

the heat-affected-zone.
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One of the major implications of this study is that a

well-known technique such as one-bit TR, a technique used

by many researchers to increase the focal amplitude of TR,

introduces so much harmonic energy into the focal signal

that it actually may become harder to detect a crack or defect

in a sample, despite the increase in the focal amplitude.

Thus, modifications to the impulse response to increase the

focal amplitude may themselves introduce nonlinear distor-

tions into the TR focusing because of the nonlinearities

inherent in the signal processing used to modify the RIR(s).

As mentioned in the Introduction, there are many techniques

that have been developed to quantify the amount of distor-

tion at a defect location that we expect will be impacted by

these findings as well. Future work could explore how each

of these specific nonlinearity detection techniques are

impacted by the impulse response modifications.
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